
 

 New Fassi F50AF.0.24

 Knuckle Boom Cranes
  

  
  

 Status:

Make Model Ton Rating Boom Length Stock Number Serial Number

Fassi F50AF.0.24 2.3425 30 XMF50AF024 -

Engine HP Transmission Suspension Miles Hours

- - - - - -

  
The Fassi F50AF.0.24 is a version of the F50A.0.24 with special base, without outriggers, for static mounting. Lifting
moment: 31,129 lbs.ft Standard hydraulic reach: 30' 4" Max hydraulic horizontal outreach in loading configuration: 30' Load
at the max horizontal outreach: 783 lbs Lifting class HC2 HD4 S2 according to the EN12999:2011. Standard features: Cast
iron column support and casted steel lower column section for ideal stress distribution and greater resistance. The
absence of welds between base and column support provides the crane with characteristics of exceptional resistance to
fatigue. Rack and pinion rotation system with self-centering cast iron wear pad to ensure the correct and constant
coupling between the pinion and the rack, avoiding the wear and tear of the teeth. Rotation check valve. Rotation angle:
370°. Rotation torque: 5607 lbs.ft 5 segments distributor bank of which one non activated, not installed, hoses 4' 11" longer
than standard. **MPES **system (Multi Power Extension System) that guarantees an exceptional extension/retraction
speed of the extension booms, built up by a set of equally powerful independent rams, linked in series connection and
activate by a single control. Special independent fixing system of the extension rams to guarantee high vertical lifting
performances. Extension booms guide shoes with "forced" assembly to reduce vertical and lateral clearance, ensuring
greater durability. Special guide shoes material with high sliding degree and low greasing request. 9 gals plastic oil tank,
particularly resistant to shocks and the corrosive action of any external element, mounted on the crane. 7050 lbs boom tip
swivel hook.
  

  
  
  
  

Price is Ex Works
Sales Tax: Not included
FET: Not Included

Terms: 15% Non-Refundable Deposit up front w/ balance due upon completion. Quote valid for 30 days, subject to prior sale.
CraneWorks makes no claims with regard to roadability or permit requirements associated with the operation of this
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equipment. It is the owner’s responsibility to verify that the purchased equipment meets local, state, and federal regulations. 

NOTE: If roadability is of concern, CraneWorks will provide a weight study from the manufacturer, but we cannot guarantee its
accuracy.
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